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Message from the Managing Director

Dear colleagues,

wish to extend my heartiest felicitations to Team SSGC and all our customers and 
well-wishers on the auspicious occasion of the Independence Day of Pakistan. 
August 14 reminds us of the epic democratic struggle of our forefathers for 

securing a separate homeland for the people of the sub-continent where they could 
fashion their lives according to their religious, cultural and social values. This August,  
independence day was celebrated in SSGC in a relatively low key manner due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

The flag hoisting ceremony was a subdued affair at the Head Office with just a handful of 
employees present on the occasion. Still there was no shortage of enthusiasm writ large 
on the faces of the executives and staff members present at the ceremony. Let us hope 
and pray that next year when we celebrate Pakistan’s 74th birth anniversary, August 14 
will be celebrated in an environment free from COVID-19 pandemic and with plenty of 
traditional enthusiasm.

Meanwhile, stay safe.

God bless us all.

Best Regards,

M. Amin Rajput
Acting Managing Director
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t the outset the editorial team of The Flame wishes its readers heartiest felicitations on the occasion of Pakistan’s 
independence day anniversary. COVID-19 has turned the festive occasion into a restrained affair yet the day should 
be seen as a reminder of the immense sacrifices rendered by the forefathers under the dynamic leadership of 

Quaid-i-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah.

The day is also an occasion to reaffirm our resolve to live up to the ideals of our founding fathers. Talking of sacrifices, on 
these trying times when coronavirus is still a clear and present danger, many of our employees including field staff are 
carrying on their duties with exemplary commitment. This is the time to pay tribute to their dedication to the tasks at hand, 
for their Company and the country.

Happy reading

Ed

ssgc.o�cial ssgc_o�cialssgco�cial

Dear readers,
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OPERATION GRIF T

SSGC celebrates 
73rd Independence Day 
with zeal 



FREEDOM
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SGC celebrated Pakistan's 73rd 
independence day with traditional 
fervour and enthusiasm. 

A �ag hoisting ceremony was held at the 
Company's Head O�ce on the morning of 
August 14th. Muhammad Amin Rajput, 
Acting Managing Director, SSGC hoisted the 
national �ag and joined the senior 
management and other executives and sta� 
in singing in unison Pakistan's national 
anthem.

In his speech on the occasion, the Acting MD 
said that every Pakistani must pledge to 
adhere to the Quaid-e-Azam's clarion call of 
Unity, Faith and Discipline in order to take the 
country forward.

He said that due to the current COVID-19 
pandemic, this year's independence day 
celebrations have been quite low key. He said 
that Pakistan has done well to contain  
COVID-19 after an initial surge. However, if we 
do not comply with safety measures, the 

number of cases will rise once again, Mr. 
Rajput observed.

The AMD took the opportunity to salute 
those frontline soldiers of SSGC who 
continued to serve their customers despite 
the lockdown situation. Mr. Rajput also paid 
tribute to those SSGC employees who lost 
their lives due to COVID-19 and said that their 
services for the Company will never be 
forgotten.

S
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CAMPAIGN

Committed to a turnaround: 
SSGC holds 64th Annual 
General Meeting 
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he 64th Annual General Meeting of 
SSGC was held in the Company’s 
Head O�ce in August 2020.  The 

Company’s Board of Directors’ considered the 
Annual Audited Financial Statements of the 
Company for the year ended June 30, 2018, 
together with the Directors and Auditors’ 
Reports thereon. 
 
During the period under review, the 

Company recorded a net loss after tax of Rs. 
14.84 million, after incorporating major 
disallowances and �nancial costs due to 
outstanding payments. 

Due to the prevailing COVID-19 pandemic 
situation in the country and in line with the 
directives of the Securities and Exchange 
Commission of Pakistan (SECP) to the listed 
companies, the Company held its AGM via 

electronic means (zoom video-conferencing 
technology).

The AGM, attended by the Company’s 
shareholders was chaired by Dr. Shamshad 
Akhtar, Chairperson, SSGC Board. The 
Company’s senior management including 
Amin Rajput, AMD, and DMDs Mohammad 
Wasim and Imran Farookhi and a number of 
SGMS and GMs, participated in the session.

T



ACHIEVEMENTS
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s part of its Operation Grift,  SSGC’s  
Security Services and Counter Gas 
Theft Operations (SS&CGTO)  

surveyed several CNG stations across Karachi 
and other franchise areas  to check for 
connected load.   

Detailed reports were initiated for necessary 
actions by Sales, Measurement in case of  
violation of gas sales Agreements, extra 
connected load and meter size. Meanwhile, 
the CGTO team conducted numerous raid in 

di�erent cities of Sindh and Balochistan on 
rising incidence of gas theft against cases of 
gas theft. 

In August, CGTO Department continued to 
score one prosecution success after another.  
The Honorable Judge of Gas Utility Court 
West Karachi rejected a post arrest bail 
application of accused Qaim Khan nominat-
ed in a FIR lodged at a police station in the 
jurisdiction, for direct use of gas. The accused 
was sent to jail custody. The Honorable 

Justice of High Court, Hyderabad also 
rejected the Bail Application of accused Noor 
Hussan, owner of a poultry farm, Sakrand and 
sent him to jail custody. 

He was nominated in an FIR lodged at P.S 
Sakrand, Nawabshah.  In addition,  Arshad 
Murtaza, District Judge of Gas Court of Malir, 
Karachi dismissed the bail application of 
accused Imran Khan booked under an FIR, 
under the Gas Theft Control and Recovery Act 
2016. 

A

Company intensifies 
operation against gas theft 

n July 2020, heavy rain in 
Balochistan damaged  the 12 dia. 
gas pipeline in Bibi Nani area 

located between the towns of Quetta and 
Sibi.   Due to the �ood situation, it took the 
Company’s concerned technical teams more 
than a day to reach the location to repair the 

damaged line.   The teams from Quetta and 
Karachi then worked around the clock to 
repair the line so that Quetta and areas in its 
vicinity that were deprived of gas supply 
could get the usual volumes. 

 It took a few days before the repair was done 

but not before meticulous pressuring and 
purging. Kudos to the teams for completing 
the task in a short period of time to ensure 
that their customers do not face the 
inconvenience of curtailed gas supply for 
long.  

I

Quetta pipeline repaired after heavy rains
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EVENTS

SGC was recently conferred with 6th 
Environment Health and Safety 
Award 2020. The award ceremony 

was organized by the Professionals Network 
in August 2020 in Karachi. Zubair Motiwala, 
Vice Chairman BMG (KCCI) presented the 

Awards to Tariq Aslam, ADGM/Incharge (HSE 
and QA) SSGC in the “Responsibility for 
Health and Safety” category.S

n accordance with the instructions 
from PMDU, the Company’s 
Corporate Communication 

Department (CCD) organized two podcasts 

to seek replies to a number of queries from 
the customers. Abdul Waheed Jumani, GM 
(Distribution-South) and Latifullah Khan, 
ADGM – Customer Relations took up queries 

received from customers in the areas of gas 
pressure, bill issues and connections and 
answered them in detail.  I

SSGC wins 
6th Environment Award

Khuli Kacheri sessions continue with podcasts
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R&D

he R&D Department recently 
arranged multiple knowledge 
sharing sessions on modern gas 

utility equipment. The sessions featured 
presentations on modern gas isolation tools 
and another session on Gas Odorization 
Equipment.

POLYSTOPP technology makes it easy to 
safely perform tapping, plugging and 
branching applications on polyethylene (PE) 
pipelines—and to do it faster than with 
squeezing or any other isolation technology. 
The process of isolation through squeezing 
puts PE pipes under stress and develop 
fractures once it is released and put in 
service. 

The system is lightweight and easy to use. 
Only one technician is required to complete 
an isolation. PROSTOPP isolation tool is the 
�rst and only low-pressure double block and 
bleed technology for the gas distribution 
industry and application on steel pipes. The 
double block and bleed feature allows for 
total leak protection so repairs and 
maintenance can be safely performed on 
in-service pipelines. The area between the 
two plugging heads is depressurized through 
the housing which means no additional taps 
or �ttings are required. The tool utilizes an 
energized seal which expands inside the 
pipe. This seal can accommodate multiple 
wall thicknesses which reduces inventory 
needs for the operator.

The 2nd session was focused on operations 
and maintenance knowledge sharing on 
Odorization Equipment. Various challenges 
faced by SSGC operations team were 
discussed. Low cost and miniature 
odorization units were also discussed for low 
�ow applications ranging from 1-5 mmcfd. 
The units have a compact design with a 
smaller pole mounted controller/pump 
cabinet and tank capacity of 20 Gallons. 
These units can be most suitable for new and 
less populated villages that are being gasi�ed 
by SSGC.  

The sessions were attended by Distribution 
Executives from Karachi and Hyderabad 
regions.

T

Knowledge Sharing sessions on Modern Gas Isolation
Tools organized
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SOCIAL MEDIA

The Best of Social Media – August 2020



MISCELL ANEOUS
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aik Muhammad Shaikh CE (CP) 
conducted a workshop on “UFG 
Awareness” for the executives of 

Quetta. Mr. Shaikh gave useful information to 
the participants about UFG and its control. 
Naik Muhammad Shaikh, Chief Engineer (CP) 

gave a  Cathodic Protection and equipments 
demonstration to the executives of the 
Quetta region.N

customer-centric company always looks for ways to make life easier for 
its customers. SSGC is no di�erent when it comes to going extra mile for 
it. The Company is launching 'SSGC Customer Connect' Mobile App that 

o�ers a range of unprecedented services to its customers. The Company’s Corpo-
rate Communication Department marketed the app through posts in its social 
media pages.  

A
gas bill dating back to early 80s. Our bills may have 
stood the test of time but there is no shortage of 
commitment to our customers with impeccable 

service.

A

UFG awareness  training held in Quetta

A new connection – Mobile App 
launched with newer features Retro: Gas bill from 80s



THE FL AME LIFE
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CANCER RISK
Ways to reduce your

Make your home
smoke-free

Enjoy a healthy diet

Breastfeeding reduces
the mother’s cancer risk

Vaccinate your
children against
Heapatitis B and HPV

Do not smoke or use
any form of tobacco

Reduce indoor and
outdoor air pollution

Be physically active

Limit alcohol intake

Take part in
organized cancer
screening
programmes

Avoid too much sun,
use sun protection



THE FL AME LIFE
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Heart attack Stroke
Pain or discomfort in the centre
of the chest

Sudden weakness or
numbness of the face, arm,
leg or most often on one side
of the body
Confusion, difficulty speaking
and understanding speech
Difficulty seeing with one or
both eyes

Difficulty walking, dizziness,
loss of balance or coordination
Severe headache with to
known cause

Fainting or unconsciousness

Pain or discomfort in the
arms, the left shoulder,
elbows, jaw or back
Shortness of breath

Vomiting

Breaking into a 
cold sweat

Becoming pale

Common sysptoms of
heart attack and stroke

Feeling light-headed 
or faint
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Energy Snapshot

LNG demand expected to grow this winter
NG demand is expected to increase 
by four billion cubic meters this 
winter, led by growth in China, 

Japan and South Asia.

That’s according to �ndings presented as part 
of a recent video conference organised by the 
Gas Exporting Countries Forum (GECF), titled 
‘Winter Outlook for Global LNG – Cautiously 
Optimistic’. The event featured a panel of 
experts, including Anne Kat Brevik, Director 
of LNG Research & Forecasts, Laura Page, 
Lead LNG Analyst, and Mr Hengky, Senior 
Analyst (LNG) from information provider 
Re�nitiv.

“We expect LNG demand to increase by four 
billion cubic meters this winter and that’s led 
by growth in China, Japan and South Asia,” 
the representatives said.

“LNG supply is expected to grow by three 
billion cub meters, led by the US. And when 
we put together demand and supply 
forecast, we expect the LNG market to be 
slightly tighter than last winter by one billion 
cubic meters.” Several risks still remain in the 
forecasts, such as winter temperatures and 
the pandemic.

Recognising the importance of scienti�cally 

drawn forecasts, HE Secretary General Yury 
Sentyurin, said, “In many ways, COVID-19 has 
highlighted the importance of data so we can 
map and understand the economic and 
social e�ects of pandemic-related measures.”

The conference’s audience further heard that 
accurate planning for the period ahead 
depends on not just weather and the 
pandemic but also factors such as 
government policies that can often change 
the course of LNG demand and pricing.

L

Energy Snapshot
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Oil and gas industry has lost more than 
100,000 jobs this year

he oil and gas sector isn’t just facing 
a price crunch—it’s facing a jobs 
bust, too.

The oil, natural gas, and chemicals industry in 
the U.S. eliminated 107,000 jobs between 
March and August of this year, according to a 
report released Monday by Deloitte on the 
future of work in the sector. It’s the “fastest 
rate of layo�s in the industry’s history,” the 
report says—a remarkable pace even for a 
sector famed for its sky-high booms and 
punishing busts.

In fact, that’s part of the problem. Since 2014, 
the year Saudi Arabia unleashed a price war 
to try to protect market share from the shale 
boom, the impact on sector workers has 
become more extreme, the study found.

Between 2014 and 2019, a single dollar swing 
in oil prices a�ected 3,000 exploration, 

production, and oil�eld services jobs, 
Deloitte said. That’s up from 1,500 jobs 
throughout the 1990s, when rising oil prices 
also largely added jobs. In the years 
between—the �rst decade and a half of the 
2000s—jobs were highly price-sensitive, too, 
the report notes. But because oil prices were 
rising, those jobs were being added, rather 
than taken away.

But this time around, many of the jobs lost 
aren’t expected to come back quickly. If oil 
stays around $45 per barrel—at the moment, 
it’s well below that—70% of those jobs will 
not return before the end of next year, the 
report predicted.

The forces weighing on oil prices are both 
immediate—the risks to economic growth 
and to political stability in the U.S.—and long 
term. Last week, S&P Global estimated that 
changing consumer patterns spurred by the 

pandemic (think working from home), and 
the economic impact of the pandemic means 
2.5 million barrels per day of oil demand has 
likely been lost long-term. That builds on 
warnings even from oil and gas CEOs 
themselves that oil demand may be on the 
verge of peaking—or that it has already 
peaked.

Add to that the transformational change the 
oil and gas sector, particularly in Europe, is 
embarking on. Shell, BP, Total, Equinor, and 
other major European legacy energy 
companies have committed to reaching “net 
zero” emissions by 2050. That process has to 
happen quickly, and so far, it’s come with 
billions of dollars in write-o�s and 
announcements of nearly 20,000 job losses 
from BP and Shell alone. (Whether that’s truly 
because of the net-zero transformation, or a 
matter simply of sinking oil prices—or, more 
likely, both—is a matter of debate.)
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